
 
 

‘LOVE ON SAFARI’ 
Synopsis 

 

 
Reserved web designer Kira Slater (Lacey Chabert) lives a busy life in Chicago and plans to take 
a much-deserved, relaxing vacation in Scottsdale, Arizona.  Those plans get sidetracked, 
however, when an unexpected letter arrives and she learns she inherited Ukuthula, a beautiful 
animal reserve in South Africa and must travel there for the reading her Uncle’s will.   
 
At the risk of forfeiting her inheritance, and despite protests from her steady (and bland) 
accountant boyfriend Brad (Jonathan Roxmouth), Kira travels to South Africa and is met by the 
handsome and rugged safari ranger Tom Anderson (Jon Cor).  She is also reminded of the 
magnificent beauty of Ukuthula she experienced as a child: the scenic savannah with its 
majestic animals – zebras, giraffes, hippos, lions and her personal favorite, the elephants.  
Feeling overwhelmed with the thought of owning an African reserve and its upkeep, Kira 
seriously considers an offer to sell Ukuthula to the Harringtons: owners of tacky resorts who 
would not only jeopardize the reserve’s future but also the livelihood of the dedicated villagers 
who work there and the well-being of the animals who live there. 
 
With the help of Ukuthula’s other ranger Ally (Brittany Bristow), Tom concocts a plan using his 
charm to try and get Kira to fall in love with the reserve by taking her to the most scenic spots, 
hoping to convince her not to sell.  When they visit Rock Lodge, Kira is in awe and soaks in the 
beauty; however, despite admitting she wants to find something to be passionate about, Kira 
quickly dismisses his adventurous suggestions and meets with the lawyers to discuss the sale. 
 
Not giving up, Tom takes Kira to the local village where he explains it’s common for a village to 
own part of the reserve, so they get invested in protecting the land and animals where it 
becomes a sense of pride for them.  Kira then hears school children and Tom explains her uncle 
built the school knowing they were the future for Ukuthula.  She also visits the herd of 
elephants she saw as a young girl and the effect of all this is magical for Kira.  Not only does 
she share several sparked moments with Tom, Kira is inspired to get to work redesigning the 
website, with the hope of driving more business and saving Ukuthula. 
 
Back at home, Brad realizes Kira is becoming attached to Ukuthula and he makes a surprise trip 
to Africa.  Not only does he try to negotiate the terms of the sale with the Harringtons behind 
Kira’s back, he presents her with an engagement ring during her surprise birthday party.  
Although Tom’s feelings for Kira get stronger, he feels helpless at seeing Brad with Kira and he 
submits his letter of resignation.  And with her own feelings for Tom getting stronger, Kira is 
conflicted and confused about leaving the safety of her life in Chicago and risking everything for 
this new world.  It’s not until Kira realizes that she must get lost to learn the way, and in the 
end, finds that it’s up to her to decide what ultimately makes her happy.  
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